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Team Fela – Energy, Empathy and going the Extra mile! 
 

Job Description 

Personal Assistant – Team Fela 

 

Purpose: 

To support Mr Fela Mandela Afe, a 27 year old young man with a diagnosis of autism who 
lacks mental capacity, has severe learning difficulties, delayed and limited speech and who 
communicates generally by sign language, gestures and limited verbal responses. 

To enable Fela to live an independent life, he requires continual support and prompting in 
all aspects of his daily routine from waking to sleeping. He is an active young man who 
enjoys physical activities, food, listening to music, playing games, arts & crafts, and being 
read to. 

Fela has several OCDs, and by careful planning, training and prompting, the Team will seek 
to minimise these. 

You will be part of a 24/7 team supporting Fela. This will involve shift, night and weekend 
working, also over Public Holidays as they fall. 

Management Structure: 

Ultimately Fela's parents are responsible for the employment, management and oversight 
of Team Fela. They will delegate many duties to the Team Leader. 

The Team Leader will be your principal manager who will direct, check and generally 
manage Team Fela on a day to day basis. 

General Duties: 

1. Promote and ensure the good reputation of Team Fela. 

2. Maintain and demonstrate positive attitudes towards Fela, his family, staff of Team 
Fela, visitors and others. 

3. Support Fela with independent living skills, personal hygiene and generally encouraging 
independence. Fela will require continual prompting at all times; this needs to be 
carried out gently yet firmly, and without frustration when responses are slow. 

4. Assist Fela who has severe learning difficulties to make the best use of his 
communication aids. 

5. Read and understand Fela's Care Plan. To seek ways to apply this to his life, and where 
appropriate, contribute to the continuing development of the Care Plan. 

6. Assist in the framework of social activities by interacting with Fela and helping him 
continue with hobbies, activities, home work from his personal tutor and to access the 
local community. 

7. Closely monitor Fela who may be become confused, or have behavioural problems due 
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to his learning difficulties and cognitive deficit. Experience has shown that PAs who are 
attentive to Fela and his body language, will understand his needs and thus provide the 
support he needs. Failure to do so has, on occasions led to challenging behaviours.  

8. Assist other members of Team Fela in de-escalation or management of challenging 
behaviours as required. 

9. Make authorised visitors welcome and give them refreshments and any assistance they 
may require. 

10. Report immediately to the Team Leader or Fela's parents any illness of an infectious 
nature or accident incurred by Fela, a colleague, yourself. 

11. Notify the Team Leader or Fela's parents as soon as possible of your inability to work, 
and certainly at least one hour before the start of your shift. 

12. Demonstrate non-discriminatory practice in all aspects of your work. 

13. Maintain complete confidentiality of all matters concerning Fela, Team Fela, and Team 
Fela Management and related work. This includes but not exclusively discussion of 
details of the workplace with others, verbally, in writing, on social media and the like. 

14. Assist in ensuring quality targets are met in accordance with agreed standards. 

15. Participate in Staff and other meetings and attend all training sessions, CPD 
[Continuous Professional Development] is a requirement of employment to ensure 
annual updates are maintained. 

16. Participate in agreed systems of periodic appraisal and individual performance. 

17. Understand and ensure the implementation of the Team Fela's Health and Safety 
Policy, Emergency and Fire Procedures. 

18. Report any faulty appliances, damaged furniture or equipment and any potential 
hazard. Take action to remove items from harm’s way. 

19. Ensure the security of Fela's home is maintained always. 

20. Undertake other duties, as reasonably required by the management of Team Fela. 

 

Daily Routines: 

The following is a general statement of daily duties, the details for which are in Fela’s Care 
Plan which you will familiarise yourself with. At all stages, Fela will require prompting to 
‘move on’ when he gets stuck on a task; this must be done in a friendly yet firm manner. 

1. Wake Fela at appointed time, encouraging him to get up when the alarm goes. 

2. Supervise his morning bathroom routine. 

3. Support Fela with shaving i.e. use of his electric trimmer. 

4. Supervise his dressing, and ensure once he has dressed that all is in order so that 
around his home and in the community, he is appropriately attired.  
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5. Assist Fela in preparing all his meals during your shift, ensuring his safety with sharp 
implements, hot surfaces etc.  

6. Eat with Fela and use this time to develop his social skills and table manners, initiating 
and leading his prepared prayers before meals. 

7. Support Fela on outings - these will include walks, horse riding, yoga, swimming, 
trampolining, shopping, going to Sunday church worship and other church activities 
etc. Some are informal, some formal. You will participate with him in these events 
ensuring he understands any directions, assessing any risks and taking appropriate 
action. 

8. Before departing his home you will ensure you have all necessary items, a change of 
clothing, rainwear, snacks etc. 

9. Support Fela in activities around his home, this will include watching DVDs, playing 
games, reading to him, making music, correct use of technology etc. 

10. Support Fela with his bedtime routines, support and lead Fela with his bedtime 
prayers. 

11. Support Fela should he wake at night, when you are on sleep-over shift. 

12. Support Fela regarding minor accidents, bed wetting etc. all to minimise any anxiety 
which he might be experiencing. 

13. Support/encourage Fela to change his bed at agreed intervals. 

14. Assist Fela to learn how to maintain the cleanliness and tidiness of his home. Use of 
vacuum cleaner, detergents, etc. Fela will require continual prompting to maintain 
progress. 

15. Assist Fela with washing clothes, linen etc. with drying and putting them away in their 
allocated places. 

16. Assist Fela on visits to the doctor, dentist, optician and other health-related  
appointments. 

 

Person Skills: 

• Must have a good level of fitness to support Fela in a range of demanding physical 
activities. You must enjoy being active and enable Fela to experience new activities. 

• Must be confident and able to remain calm during periods of crisis and know when to 
seek help. 

• Able to identify and manage your own stress levels. 

• Willing and able to follow specific behaviour guidelines and Fela’s Care Plan. 

• Able to demonstrate, model, assist and support Fela in a variety of life skills including 
but not exclusively cooking, keeping the home clean and tidy, laundry, as well as 
relaxing. 
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• Must be able to communicate with a person who lacks normal speech, but 
communicates via a variety of means including signing, gestures and limited 
vocabulary. Understand that his lack of normal communication skills demands a 
heightened attentiveness to his needs. 

• Demonstrate patience and understanding of Fela’s disability issues. 

• Must be able to work alone and/or as part of a team. Demonstrate initiative in all 
situations. 

• Willing to learn about how you can support Fela to his advantage moving him towards 
independent living, and not your own ease and convenience. 

• Can work within an equal opportunities environment. 

• Able to work a flexible rota to suit Fela’s support needs. This will include shift patterns, 
public holidays, weekends, evening and ‘sleep-ins’. 


